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Welcome to our readers to the first newsletter for 2013, and to my first as editor. We will publish quarterly to
keep you informed on the issues PPV is pursuing on behalf of all polio survivors in Victoria. We would also
welcome your news and views for inclusion, especially to share good ideas for managing our particular
challenges.

PRESIDENTS REPORT from Jill Pickering (alias Brumby Jill).








PPV committee has four key goals for 2013:
 that PPV be a strong and sustainable force for Victorian polio survivors
 to increase Advocacy actions and activities
 to continue clarifying our requirements of NDIS to politicians.
 to raise community awareness of polio survivor unique needs.
We have identified key actions to achieve these goals:
 We will meet with relevant politicians in State and Federal Government
and Opposition (e.g. Mark Dreyfus, Jenny Macklin, Donna Bauwa and
Kathryn King), before the next election. As we have limited funds we
need to find ways to assist travel to Canberra and help with
accommodation costs.
After successfully establishing ourselves as an incorporated body, we debated the need to now ask for
an annual membership fee, to cover some of the costs to keep us viable. As funding is becoming very
difficult to source, a small membership fee seems appropriate, as it is for many of the support groups.
However we don’t wish to exclude anyone and there will be provision for a hardship clause. The
proposed fee would be due at the start of the financial year.
We plan to hold another GP forum to educate doctors through their networks. We will also hold a
general information forum for participants at our November AGM.
The Advocacy Working Group (AWG) is developing closer ties with Polio Services Victoria (PSV)
through periodic meetings, following a productive initial meeting in 2012 with Blaise Doran, coordinator of PSV.
A Polio Needs Survey will be organised to ensure we know the true advocacy needs of polio survivors.
Margaret, convenor of AWG will be co-ordinating that project during 2013.
Joan Smith, our new PPV secretary and news editor plans to widen the scope of the newsletter.
Information and letters to the editor are welcome. Bernard Peasley is continuing to maintain our website
and is also open to suggestions. All contributions can be made through Jill Pickering 9428 4709 or
pickjill@hotmail.com

Finally, we still have some committee vacancies, so please consider joining us. It is not essential to be a polio
survivor to become a committee member. Isn’t it wonderful to see the return to cooler temperatures! I hope you
all found successful ways to manage our record run of hot days. Regards Jill
STOP PRESS – Ian Paroissien, newly elected member to our committee has unfortunately had a quite severe
stroke which has badly affected his speech and right arm. Ian is alert and trying to speak, and able to follow
some directions. His family requests no visitors for now, but thanks everyone for their calls, cards and good
wishes. Ian will be assessed for rehabilitation and hopefully will re-gain a little independence. We feel very sad
for Ian’s loss of independence but hope his fighting spirit stands him in good stead.
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HOSPITAL PROTOCOLS FOR MANAGING PATIENTS WITH POST POLIO
The untimely death of Vivian Endean at St Vincent’s Hospital in 2011 has highlighted the shortfall in hospital
staff knowledge about managing patients with a history of polio. PPV has been working with Vivian’s partner
Fleur Rubens to raise medical awareness. This includes the establishment of hospital protocols that would
ensure hospital staff are better informed about appropriate and safe management regardless of the primary
reason for a patient’s admission. Some of the issues needing to be addressed are level of mobility, drug
treatments, use of oxygen and other respiratory measures and the special considerations in using anaesthesia.
Anyone who has relevant hospital experiences to share, or who has an interest/issue in this area is very
welcome to contact us through Liz Telford at PPV post or phone.

CONGRATULATIONS ON THE NDIS BILL ENDORSED THROUGH THE
AUSTRALIAN PARLIAMENT!
Congratulations most particularly to all of the people with disability in Australia who worked, and talked, and
wrote, and met, and consulted, and thought about the NDIS during its journey to this point. Without us this
would not have happened.
If not for the drive and push of the disability sector for years and years insisting on rights, inclusion, justice,
support, equality and advocacy for one another we could not have achieved this amazing feat.
So take a bow, pat yourselves on the back, and EVERYONE CELEBRATE – We did it! We achieved an
enormous milestone in disability in Australian society. Be proud. Politicians of all sides can take a bow if they
want.
We have more to do, but let’s stop and celebrate this day before the next issue.
Kindest regards to you all, Sue Egan (executive officer, Physical Disability Australia PDA).

ADVOCACY WORKING GROUP REPORT
Margaret Cooper heads up the AWG with Liz Telford being the liaison member on the PPV committee,
forming a close working relationship. Margaret reports: ‘Not surprisingly, the implications of the National
Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) have taken time to work through. The AWGs role has been to advise PPV
what current policies are being developed on NDIS and what action should be taken to emphasize our concerns.
We found some issues for young and old polio survivors. Younger people need neurologically expert health
practitioners, orthotists, occupational therapists, mobility aids and technology to help them follow their chosen
lifestyles. Older survivors need all of the above in order to maintain active, community based lives. However,
the proposed guidelines of the NDIS exclude people over the age of 65.’’
Both Margaret and Peter Wilcox attended a meeting hosted by Mark Dreyfus (federal Attorney General) and
addressed by Jan McLucas. Peter and Margaret were able to ask questions. Liz Telford and Jill Pickering have
also been very active liaising with Polio Australia and writing to the Senate Standing Committee on
Community Affairs Legislation Committee (CAC). Jill and Margaret represented PPV at the Melbourne sitting
of the CAC, using pictures as well as words to enliven the senators.
Peter Wilcox is representing our interests on the Aids and Equipment Action Alliance.
Liz Telford is working on further discussions with PSV, as mentioned previously.
Next job is to develop a survey to find what polio survivors want from service providers and PPV. Please
contact me, Margaret Cooper on martmc1@bigpond.com with any comments or help you can offer on surveys.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE NDIS
Following feedback, the Government has looked at some amendment to the age criteria. Jenny Macklin
reported ‘The NDIS will complement the aged care system to ensure we are delivering a cohesive system that
gives people with disability, older people, their families and carers the support they need,’ the statement said.
‘The Government’s amendments make clear that people with degenerative conditions who are under the age of
65 can enter the NDIS, and that people who are NIDS participants will be able to choose to remain in the
scheme after they turn 65’. Perhaps this is a start to meeting the needs of older polio survivors.

TOUCHED BY POLIO ART EXHIBITION AND AUCTION
Polio Australia, our national advocacy group, organised this event.
Twenty four artists who have been ‘Touched By
Polio’ produced thirty five pieces to be sold. All funds
go towards raising urgently needed funds to keep
Polio Australia viable beyond 2013.
Torso and leg plaster casts were turned into art pieces
using a variety of mediums and techniques. They
include paint, collage, fabric, leather and
embellishments. Our childhood traumas of restrictive
plasters and splints became creative works of art.
The exhibition was launched on Wednesday 27 March
at Kew Courthouse, where an initial $2,550 plus was
raised at auction. The exhibition was launched by
Senator Mitch Fifield, Shadow Minister for
Disabilities, Carers and the Voluntary Sector. Dr John
Tierney, National Patron also spoke of his polio story.
Catering was donated and served by the Rotary Club
of Kew – always there working for the Polio cause.
The guest auctioneer, Ross Hedditch also donated his
time and talent.
For those who couldn’t attend the auction, the
remaining exhibits are available for sale on the
internet at www.polio.org.au Take a peek, be
impressed and make an offer.
We thank you Mary-ann and Polio Australia for the
on-going work on our behalf. This event has taken
months of planning and co-ordination from making of
casts at Latrobe University, packing at Bunnings,
distributing to artists, collecting finished works,
setting up the web site, photography, preparing media
releases, contacting speakers and Rotary, and
organising the Court house display. Let’s get the word
out to help sell the remaining pieces.

We send our Get

Well Wishes to Bernard Peasley who is out of action with back pain.
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This page is an article sent in by Geoff Dean, that he found in his local press Bass Coast Prime Watch News
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